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No Battery, How It Works?
Wireless data transfer via RF-technology.
The required RF-energy is created by the mechanical actuation of 
the switch.  When press the switch, mechanical energy convert 
into electrical energy.

              Embed the receiver into the LED bulb.



Benefits 

* Convenient, Easy using, 
* Energy-saving, Eco-friendly,
* Maintenance-free 
* Flexible, Reliable

* Under the same brightness, our LED Light bulb power consumption 
is only 20%  of incandescent lamp, 50% of fluorescent lamp, really 
Energy Savings.

* Easy remote control within 15 meters, stable and 
reliable wireless signal can pass through the wall, 
non-interference.



Version 1

* Customize The Dimmer Switch 4 Button Function Available



Version 2  &  Version 3



High Quality LED Bulb 

* The remote control switch is embedded with micro generator which can 
collect energy when press. No battery inside, based on 20 years.





Installation Guide
Step 1: Install the bulb into the lamp cap.    /    Step 2: Wait 3 seconds, then you can control the bulb by the switch directly.

* Warm Tips
1. Please cut off the power during installation.
2. Do not use lamp with all-metal covers so as to avoid bad signal.
3. Do not use fully enclosed fixtures to avoid bad signal or heat.
4. Avoid to mount the switch on metal or thick walls which may make the remote distance shorter.
5. To get the best control distance, please make sure there is no barrier between a switch and a bulb in straight line.
6. Do not control bulb with other brand switch, otherwise it may damage the bulb.



How to Pair Code & Clear Code
*  The switch and the bulb are paired up in factory, the user can use directly.

If reset, how to pair?

How to clear code?

1. Power off the bulb and then power on after 3 seconds.
2. Within 3 seconds after power on, continuous press key of the remote control switch for 3 Times.
3. The bulb flash slowly for 3 Times paired successfully.

Remark: 
1. If you need other switches to control the same bulb just repeat the above steps.
2. Ensure no other pairing within 100 meters to avoid interference.

1. Power off the bulb and then power on after 3 seconds
2. Within 3 seconds after power on, continuous press key of the remote control switch for 5 Times.
3. The bulb flash rapidly for 5 Times indicates that it has been cleared successfully.

Remark: the code removal process will clear all code information of switches.



OEM Logo
All goods no logo on the products 
and packing . 

Also can print or stick customers' 
logo on products and packing.

Certification



 

 

Connect your own Battery – Free  Wireless Dimming Kit 

= endless possibilities 

You are kindly invited to start cooperation with us. 

Please visit our web site: www.jpproduction.pl or contact our European distributor 

JP Consulting 

ul. Zielonej Laki 16, 05-092 Lomianki near Warsaw, Poland 

Tel: +48 600 802 858, mail: jpconsulting@jpconsulting.pl  

VAT ID: PL 113 – 060 – 57 – 65 

www.jpconsulting.pl www.jptrade.pl www.buy-polish.com  

UK & IRISH SALES OFFICE: Mr. Robert Moore, tel: 028 9443 2005, 

ENGLAND & WHALES SALES OFFICE: Mr. Terry Haynes, tel: 07836 226406 
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